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Thank you for contacting me about the Paydens pharmacy on the Ashford Road
in Bearsted. I know how popular this pharmacy is and how important the
service it provides is to the communiry.

After receiving a number of letters and emails from constituents concerned
about the future of the pharmacy, I looked into the situation to make sure I had
the facts right. I have been assured that the pharmacy is not currently under
threat and, though there is a consultation into pharmacy funding at present, the
consultation proposals would primarily affect areas where there are several
pharmacies very close together.

That said, it is always important for Government Ministers to be aware when
people are worrled. Mr Dennis Pay, Head of Paydens Pharmacies, has written to
me to express the concerns he has about some of the proposals in this
consuitation, and I have rarsed these with the Minister for Communitv anci
Social Care, the Rt Hon Alistair Burt MP.

While overall spending on health continues to grow, with a SiO billion increase
in NHS funding in England by 2020 121., the NHS is also making a collective
effort to deliver its services more efficiently. This consultation is looking at how
community pharmacy can be both more efficient and work more closely with
the public and the rest of the NHS, especiaily GPs, to provide people with care
and support. You can read more about the consultation here:
w.vwv.gov.uk/governmentipubLications/putting-communit)r-pharmacErt-the-
heart-of-the-nhs .
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Since the rumours about the closure, I have written to Mr Pay to ask if there is
any further support I can offer him, and I m hoping to meet hir.r .r the pharmacy
in the next few weeks.

I hope this information is helpful. i rvil1let i ou knou, as soon as I receive an\.
ne\\rs and if there is anything else I can do to help in rhe meanrime. please do ler
me know.
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